Don’t Be An Orphan
Four reasons to give your character family that is still alive
One very common occurrence in RPGs is for player characters to have no living family members. It’s
common because of its convenience. Why bother having parents or siblings if you’re playing a one-shot
adventure, particularly if it’s prewritten? Maybe you’re also still learning the game mechanics, and you’re
keeping the rest simple. There are many reasons players choose to have their PCs be without family, but
here are a few reasons to keep that family tree healthy and growing:

1 – It’s an overused trope that limits the character
We’re all familiar with the brooding PC with the tragic background. They always sit in the shadowy corner
of the tavern, after all. It can be difficult to make the character feel unique with such a cliched backstory.
Moreover, it can be unfulfilling to play a character who’s traumatized by the death of their loved ones.
Lastly, particularly if you’re playing in a new setting, a limited background gives you limited options for
connecting with the setting.

2 – A solid foundation
Family can provide a character with inspiration and motivation. Even if your PC’s family members never
end up in a scene, they can still influence the character’s mindset and decisions. Your PC might be a middle
child who refuses to be ignored by other party members, or who insists on being a peacemaker. They might
have grown up under an overbearing parent, and now consequently go hardcore Chaotic Good, ignoring any
rule they disagree with! It might be easier as a player to follow a plot hook, like, “Oh wow. We have to warn
that town before the raiders arrive, because my sister and her family live there!”

3 – What’s mine is mine, and what’s yours is mine
If you’re the kind of player who prefers gameplay or mechanics over dramatic roleplaying, family members
can still deliver value. Need a place to lay low overnight? Stay at your cousin’s farmhouse. Short on cash
for new gear? Maybe your merchant parents can give you a loan.

4 – Building blocks galore
The very best reason from my (biased) perspective, is that it gives the gamemaster opportunities to
spotlight your PC. Every background detail you create in a new character is another building block the GM
can use to make the adventure or campaign more personal to your character, and more fulfilling to you.
Don’t you want the opportunity to save a family member in peril, or even fight one who’s become the Big
Bad?
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